1 Introduction

This document presents current state of Poznań University of Technology Depth Map Estimation & View Synthesis Software and is in response to N9468 “Call for Contributions on FTV Test Material” [13], in particular for “Depth Map Estimation & View Synthesis Software” paragraph. Progress of work is described in respect to M15175 [1] and M15338 [2].

2 Overview of changes in the software

Most of the changes since the meeting in Archamps have already been announced on the mail-reflector. Most of them are minor bug-fixes and slight improvements but there is also new improved tool for depth estimation. These changes are described below:

1. **Depth estimation tool memory requirements improvements**
   Memory allocation scheme for belief-propagation based depth-estimation has been revised. New version allocates memory only for currently processed layers, which results in up to 25% lesser memory consumption. Also, message passing structures has been halved with use of smaller data types.

2. **Depth estimation speed improvements**
   Message passing in belief-propagation based depth-estimation employs caching which reduces computational cost by about half.
3. **Minimum disparity option**
   Depth estimation tool has been extended with ‘-mind’ option that selects minimum disparity that is analyzed. Both ‘-mind’ and ‘-maxd’ options allow for arbitrary disparity search range selection. This is useful in cases, where small disparity values are known to be impossible a priori.

4. **Middlebury conformance**
   Previous version of View Synthesis software was accommodated for Middlebury tests, where value ‘zero’ marks ‘unknown’ disparity and thus is omitted in synthesis. This prevented synthesis of far background (e.g. in “Dog” sequence). New version fixes that problem.

5. **Computational resolution selection**
   Regardless of performance improvements, belief propagation based depth estimation is still memory consuming process. For slower machines with lesser memory new options have been introduced. ‘-cw’ and ‘-ch’ options allow for user selection of computational resolution. These settings are used during all internal estimation processing. At the end, the results are resampled and rescaled to the original resolution, so the only impact of these options is quality degradation, not the output format or scale.

6. **Bug fixes.**
   Some minor bugs have been fixed.

7. **Dissimilarity metric option for disparity estimation.**
   Additional dissimilarity metric as an alternative for SAD (Sum of Absolute Differences) or SSD (Sum of Squared Differences) metrics. Option ‘-rank’ allows for use of RANK [18], which bring considerable performance gain.

3 **Middlebury dataset results**

   Figure 1 shows disparity maps attained with use of our Disparity Map version 3. As can be seen, there are much less artifacts than in version 2. The only errors that are visible are:

   - regions that are occluded or are very nearly to occluded regions (error is propagated across disparity map),
   - lack of sub-pixel accuracy (disparity maps are only pixel-accurate).

Table 1 shows results by current version of our software in Middlebury tests. Quality of depth map is represented as percentage of pixels with disparity errors (differences between evaluated and ground-truth disparity maps) exceeding given threshold - ‘Bad-pixels’. Additionally, we show Normalized Bad Pixel - SAD (NBP-SAD) and Normalized Bad Pixel - SSD (NBP-SSD) that provide information about magnitude and energy of errors.
Figure 1. Results of Depth Estimation version 3 (a,c,e,g) and Ground-truth disparity maps (b,d,f,h).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CONES</th>
<th>TSUKUBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bad Pixels</strong></td>
<td><strong>NBP-SAD</strong></td>
<td><strong>NBP-SSD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground truth [15]</td>
<td>0,00%</td>
<td>0,00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaptingBP [4]</td>
<td>2,30%</td>
<td>2,19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubPixDoubleBP [6]</td>
<td>3,20%</td>
<td>3,32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaptOvrSegBP [7]</td>
<td>3,42%</td>
<td>2,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlaneFitBP [8]</td>
<td>3,98%</td>
<td>2,77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD +MF [3]</td>
<td>8,64%</td>
<td>3,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThreeView [9]</td>
<td>13,54%</td>
<td>2,57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUT-BM+OF (PUT v1) [1]</td>
<td>17,44%</td>
<td>3,61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUT-BP (PUT v2) [2]</td>
<td>5,70%</td>
<td>9,16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our proposal (PUT v3)</td>
<td>2,81%</td>
<td>13,54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of current version of software with high-end Middlebury algorithms [10] and algorithms provided to the MPEG.

NBP-SAD measures value of SAD (evaluated pixel-per-pixel) for ‘bad-pixels’ and normalized by number of bad-pixels (1):

\[
NBP - SAD = \frac{1}{\text{count of bad pixels}} \sum_{x,y \in \text{bad pixels}} |G(x,y) - d(x,y)|
\]  

where: \(G(x,y)\) – ground-truth disparity map \(d(x,y)\) – evaluated disparity map

NBP-SSD is similar to NBP-SAD but measures energy instead of magnitude (2):

\[
NBP - SSD = \frac{1}{\text{count of bad pixels}} \sum_{x,y \in \text{bad pixels}} |G(x,y) - d(x,y)|^2
\]  

where: \(G(x,y)\) – ground-truth disparity map \(d(x,y)\) – evaluated disparity map

The last column of Table 1 shows results of image resynthesis (right from left) in manner of image distortion measurement with respect to the original – PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio).

As can be seen, proposed algorithm is slightly better than previous version 2 both in Bad-Pixels and PSNR manner. Bad-pixel factor is from 0.2 (for TSKUKUBA) to 3 percent points (CONES) lower than for PUT v2, but still has a distance of about 0.5 percent points to the best performing algorithm. As for PSNR of resynthesis, it still is the best performing algorithm, having even better result of about 1dB.
The score of Disparity Estimation software is about 5 positions higher in Middlebury ranking.
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**Figure 2.** Ground-truth-based quality (Bad-Pixel) measure versus resynthesis-based (PSNR of resynthesis) on CONES image [10].

Fig. 2 shows results of competitive algorithms as Bad-pixel versus PSND of resynthesis graph. Good quality of resynthesis (high PSNR) is generally linked with small percentage of bad-pixels, but the relation is ambiguous. For example, methods [4], [6] and [7] are believed to be very efficient regarding to ‘bad-pixels’ metric [10], but are weak in resynthesis sense. Similarly, [9] is slightly better than [3] according to ‘bad-pixels’, but is about 3dB worse with respect to PSNR. Taking both PSNR and Bad-pixels into consideration, our proposal lays is left-top corner of the graph, being the best performing algorithm among the competitors.

## 4 MPEG sequences results

We have performed experiments with some of MPEG sequences [19] to test performance of our software on moving pictures. Unfortunately, the ground-truth disparity maps are unavailable and it was impossible to assess the quality of our algorithm directly. The performance was evaluated with PSNR of view resynthesized in the middle of two adjacent views and corresponding depth maps. Cameras 7 and 9 were chosen as reference views, and sequence for camera 8 was resynthesized and compared with the original.
Figures 3 and 4 show results of disparity estimation. There are less artifacts than before, for example the edges of objects are estimated precisely.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>PSNR of resynthesis (v2) [dB]</th>
<th>PSNR of resynthesis (v3) [dB]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leaving Laptop</td>
<td>28.27</td>
<td>28.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers</td>
<td>28.01</td>
<td>28.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt Moabit</td>
<td>30.85</td>
<td>32.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. PSNR of resynthesized view - comparison of current version of software with previous version on exemplary MPEG sequences.

Table 2 presents comparison of Poznan software version 2 with version 3. As can be seen, the PSNR of resynthesized view (camera 8) is slightly better (for about 1dB) than previously.

Unfortunately, still there are some problems that are yet to solve. E.g. disparity of floor of the room in “Leaving Laptop” sequence (Figure3 b) is estimated wrongly. One can notice that depending on the noise it dithers in time between the correct and wrong value.
5 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new version (version 3) of experimental Depth Estimation & View Synthesis Software. The improvements have been briefly described and results have been discussed. In particular, new version of Depth Estimation software is about twice as fast as version 2, it has lesser memory requirements and provides disparity of higher quality.
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